
 

Circuit Wizard is an easy to use, full featured circuit design and simulation software that provides a complete flow from schematic capture and schematic editing to PCB layout and board scripting. The latest release of Circuit Wizard features revision 139. This release includes: -Easier, more uniform navigation in the menus and within dialogs -Ability for users to update just their installed module
instead of the entire installation package (which gets larger with every new feature) -Lockdown Mode protection against accidental modifications or deletions during PCB layout or board scripting sessions -Numeric entry widget for values such as vias, pads, etc. -Expanded Export options to include BOM, Parts List, and finished board -Support for the new Adobe Dimension font -Improved Import
functions for several devices such as BGA, Sealed Capacitors, and through hole components -Ability to copy part information from a schematic to a PCB file directly from the schematic editor -New preferences pane that allows users to configure how board files are created or edited -Support for "cgf" fonts in Acrobat Designer PDF files. PCB Wizard has been discontinued, and is no longer available
from its official website. A discontinued version of PCB Wizard is still available from the Software Informer website. For PCB layout, PCB Designer is designed for all levels of through-hole board designers from beginner to advanced. The latest release of PCB Designer features revision 139. This release includes: -High quality previews of the board being designed as it is being drawn on screen
-Improved control of footprint component pads with a full suite of pad shape parameters -Ability to design the board with a staggered pin arrangement on a grid -Improved library management and sorting of component footprints -Support for flat flex components -Easier, more uniform navigation in the menus and within dialogs - Ability to copy part information from a schematic to a PCB file
directly from the schematic editor - Easier, more uniform navigation in the menus and within dialogs - Emulation feature makers it easier to verify that all components will fit on your board before you start layout - Board. lib library that contains all the library and library support code and which greatly simplifies the creation of libraries for other tools such as Altium Designer - Schematic.lib library
that contains all the schematic symbol information and part information necessary to use any of the Altium Designer components - Updated version of "vasp" footprint editor - Removed DDT for addressing, soldering and board design The latest release of CircuitMaker features revision 139. - Low cost pricing for enhanced CircuitMaker Basic, CircuitMaker Professional and CircuitCAD - User
interface changes to allow access to electrical parts from standard Windows controls such as buttons, check boxes and menu items.
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